
Patient Sight is a more secure, simple-to-use inpatient telehealth app for the Intel 
Unite® solution that let’s caregivers — including doctors, nurses, and pharmacists — 
observe and communicate with patients using high-resolution audio and video.

Patient Sight
Increased efficiency | Improved safety | Enhanced engagement

A more secure solution
•  Data is end-to-end encrypted

•  Shared content and personal information 
never leave your network and is not stored

Why choose Patient Sight for the Intel Unite® solution

Easy to learn and use
•  Integrates with major EMR solutions, 

including Epic and Cerner

•  One click in the patient’s EMR opens the 
simple, intuitive UI

•  Seamless integration with existing workflow

Full-featured observation, 
communication, and control
•  High-resolution video and audio

•  Full control of audio and video feeds: one-way 
observation or full two-way communication

•  Built-in pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera control

Easily deployed, interoperable platform
•  Works with existing infrastructure

•  Compatible with devices and peripherals you 
may already have



Intel Unite technology is not intended for use in the diagnosis, treatment or cure of any illness, injury or disease. 
The latency and resolution of any video or images transmitted by the Intel Unite technology is dependent on the performance of the hardware configuration and internet connectivity used.
Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software, or service activation. No product or component can be absolutely secure. Your costs and results may vary. 
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Hardware and technical specifications
The following are required to use the Patient Sight app for the Intel Unite solution:

•  Windows 10 PC, with Intel® CORE™ i5 or above processor
•  Hub with Intel Unite® software installed
•  Network connection ≥100Mbps (wired connection 

recommended for optimal performance)
•  USB port
•  USB camera
•  Optional

■  Display, microphone, and speaker compatible with PC
■  Supporting ports on PC

Patient room

Caregiver/observer •  Windows 10 PC 
•  Client device with Intel Unite software installed
•  Network connection
•  Optional

■  Microphone, speaker
■  Supporting ports on PC

Administration •  Cloud or on-prem options available

Visit intel.com/patientsight for more information
Learn how Patient Sight could help solve your unique patient observation needs 
and challenges.


